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Complete Visibility Delivers FSMA - STF Compliance &
Promotes Growth for Broker Operations
If you are a Transportation Broker, small Fleet Operator, or Owner Operator involved in food
shipments, the April 6, 2017 compliance date for the Food Safety Modernization Act - Sanitary Transportation (FSMA - STF) is a “call-to-action” for your business, especially if you haul
temperature controlled freight. Now is the time to either step away from the table or decide on an approach that makes you a preferred resource for food industry shipments.
This White Paper is a resource for you to gain insights on:
 The most important facts in the FSMA - STF rules and regulations.
 Low cost solutions for gaining operational efficiencies and FSMA - STF compliance in
complex transportation networks.

FSMA STF Facts1:
Roles: Shipper, Broker,
Loader, Carrier, Receiver


Brokers are considered Shippers

FSMA STF Challenges Broker-Carrier Connectivity



Transportation networks utilizing multi-modal solutions supported by combinations of asset
carriers, specialized brokerages, and owner operators demand new solutions to meet today’s tech savvy customers’ visibility expectations, as well as the collaboration expectations
established in the FSMA - STF regulations.
important FSMA facts
Refrigerated transportation networks, which often rely on the crucial capacity available from
small fleets and owner operators accessed through Brokerages, are challenged to maintain
complete visibility of their in-transit shipments.

Shippers define adequate temperature control and must inform
Carriers



Food distribution
must be stopped if
any Role* becomes
aware of temperature
abuse or condition that
renders food unsafe
during transport



Carrier must, if requested by the Shipper
or Receiver, demonstrate temperature conditions met requirements during transport

Brokers, Small Fleet Operators and Owner Operators have 2 choices:
1. Keep your current processes and hope they meet Shipper’s requirements, or
2. Pro-act and be ready to meet any shipper’s requirements.

Complete Visibility


What it is



Where it is



What condition it is
in

Accessible to ALL
Stakeholders
Technology Enables Brokers to Level the Playing Field with Low Cost Solutions

e4score TrackAssured’s Complete Visibility answers the Challenge — at a low cost

A choice to pursue option 1 can work, however it certainly places you in a reactive mode,
utilizing a variety of Shipper defined solutions and seeking out carriers who meet the requirements.
On the other hand, choosing the 2nd option puts you in a position to grow as Shippers align
themselves with resources that can meet the FSMA STF requirements.
In summary, the challenge for Brokers to meet the FSMA STF requirements has two levels.
The foundational one is having a platform that allows connectivity across a wide array of
carriers so the appropriate records can be maintained; and the second is aligning with a
carrier base who can provide the necessary information in an efficient manor.

Empowered
Compliance


Complete Visibility to
carrier data



Share Shipment Progress w/ Time & Temp
across all FSMA Roles



Alerting vs. Checking
for:

Complete Visibility = Efficiency + Compliance
As a foundational principle of e4score TrackAssured, Complete Visibility is the cornerstone
of the platform. With unmatched connectivity to the entire shipment process, from readiness for loading to efficient delivery, the platform leverages existing data from any available source to provide all stakeholders the shipments requirements, location and condition. Designed for shipments across all modes and carrier types, e4score TrackAssured
leverages data from carriers’ investments in tracking and condition monitoring. To fill void
in Broker networks, they sought out a partner capable of delivering a breakthrough solution for small carriers and owner operators who were in need of an affordable answer.
The cost of equipping and operating trailers with temperature and location monitoring
with traditional solutions covering every shipment range from $1,900 to $3,200 per trailer
over the first 3 years. Through their exclusive partnership with Vypin, fleets and owner
operators can self-install the OverPass Chill solution with a 3 year total cost of less than
$500! The result: Major savings and a level playing field for Brokers, small fleets and owner operators.
Brokers, small fleets and owner operators empowered with e4score TrackAssured can enjoy the following Complete Visibility benefits:
 Temperature tracking during pre-cooling and transport
 Alerting customized to fit your needs, assures you can pro-actively handle service,
quality and food safety risks before they result in claims or rejected loads
 Records of location and temperature every 15 minutes vs. common practice of every 4
hours at no additional cost
 Clearly demonstrate no temperature abuse during defrost cycles
 Accurately predict ETA’s and Detention Risk
 24/7 secure access to shipment records, including condition requirements and temperature history
 “Share feature” enables you to inform stakeholders or fulfill record requests instantly
 Leverage FSMA - STF compliance to grow your business
 Avoid costly and inefficient reefer unit “data downloads”
There is no better time than the present to take advantage of these new disruptive solutions to improve the efficiency of your business and unleash your growth potential. Complete Visibility is not the latest industry buzz word, but a real and affordable approach
e4score TrackAssured can quickly deliver to you. Making your business fully compliant on
FSMA - Sanitary Transportation and enjoying the rewards of unparalleled efficiency.
Beyond Visibility: more exciting e4score solutions in our next White Paper!
For additional information, please contact e4score at: chuck.irwin@e4score.com
Reference 1: FDA CFR Parts 1 and 11, §1.908

 Temperature vs.
Requirements
 ETA vs. Appointment
Time
Low Cost Condition and Location
Visibility Partner

OverPass Chill VP710


Integrated with
e4score



5 yr. battery life



-40⁰F to 185⁰F +/-0.5



Low Monthly Cost



Tool free installation

